
PART A: 
 
Problem Statement:  
My client uses an organisational system combining paper and Microsoft excel, as such, she is 
not able to make various calculations automatically or quickly which results in inefficient use of 
her time.  
 
Description of Scenario: 
My client is Anamaria Robles, a local baker that sells baked goods to the International School 
Bangkok, as well as individuals in the community. When it comes to organisation, she initially 
writes her “... costs, ingredients and methods...” on paper and then inputs them into a Microsoft 
excel sheet. In doing so, she struggles with the organisation of her many recipes by different 
categories. Excel is not automatically able to sort by different parameters or calculate 
necessities such as  “profit margins, costs per unit, costs per gram and ingredient ratios.” . This 
forces my client to make calculations by hand, resulting in time inefficiency and possible errors.  
 
Rationale for the Proposed Product: 
A specialized computer GUI program, coded using Java and the NetBeans IDE, would be an 
optimal solution to the problem because of its ease-of-use and compatibility. A GUI program 
firstly can be made simplistic and specialized towards my client’s needs. According to my client, 
she needs a “...dedicated application that suits [her] needs and only those needs”. In 
comparison, the current system of excel contains various features that are useless to my client 
and thus only serve as confusing clutter. Java allows me to program the specific equations used 
by my client and simplify them to a press of a button. Furthermore, implementing sorting 
methods would allow my client to reorganise her recipes under different parameters by pressing 
a single button.  
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Success Criteria: 

● Display a database of all my clients 12+ recipes 
○ Include within the display and the database information on calories, cost, time, 

ingredients and method 
● Allow my client to add recipes (and their respective fields) to the database. 

○ Include the saving of data locally (within my client's computer) 
○ Allow client to remove recipes from the database 

● Allow my client to perform basic calculations that will aid her business including: 
○ Profit margins 
○ Conversion of recipe method and ingredients according to servings desired 
○ Cost per unit 

● Allow my client to sort the database of recipes: 
○ Alphabetically 
○ By price 
○ By profit margin 

● Allow the compilation of a menu that can be downloaded locally and shared. 



 
 
 
  



 
  



 
  



 
  




